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editor's note

So I've been reading this book (to the left) and pondering
how much the data within truly represents Grace
Community Church (a fact which we can never fully know
for sure). The book opens with a simple question, "When
was the last time you had a conversation about God?"
Now I am guessing that because you're reading the Insider
you're also interested in the life of the church. Only about
25% of people that attend Grace read the Insider. So you're
probably one of those folks who doesn't belong in the
majority of all Christians that has a spiritual conversation
less than once per month.
The reality is that most Christians, like our rest-of-theworld counterparts, are busy with jobs, kids, friends,
budgets, school, home repair, Netflix, etc. None of this is
bad, but when we divorce faith from daily life, we've lost a
lot of our capacity to make God's name known to the people
around us.
Another interesting bit of data was that more than half
(53%) of Christians agree that "technology and digital
interactions have made sharing faith easier" but at the
same time 55% say that folks are more likely to avoid real
spiritual conversations than they were in the past because
they are so busy with technology.
Because communication is bending more and more towards
the digital highway we feel it's our responsibility as a
church to be present in all major communication avenues.
To that end, we've officially launched the new Grace
website. There's a bunch of new content, resources and
things to spark spiritual convos on it. So check it out and
we'll chat more about this book in July.

Chelsy Reed
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Natasha Miller
Elementary Coordinator
Natasha blesses Grace using her
organizational skills to run the elementary
classroom activities at Grace. A couple of
years ago she was the Nursery Coordinator
too. If you have kids at Grace, you're
probably pretty familiar with Natasha.
Natasha and her husband, Ryan, have been
part of Grace since 2002. Natasha’s passion
is to train her own children – Aubrey,
Cameron and Lauren – to love and follow
hard after Jesus. One way they live this out
practically is by taking their kids on shortterm mission trips. This year her son will be
going with mom on Grace's second
Guatemala short-term mission trip,
partnered with Mission: Mobility.
Natasha and Ryan are active members of a
community group, and value being
surrounded by godly people who walk
beside them, serving God together. She also
plays a big role in organizing Backyard Bible
Clubs every summer, our partnership with
Safe Families and Extending Grace, our inhouse ministry clothing and supplies pantry
for families in the community who have
taken in foster kids.
In her spare time, Natasha enjoys reading,
being outside and loves ice cream and
birthdays!
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If you think these people
look familiar but cannot
quite place them it's
probably because they are
Lead Greeters on our North
Liberty Campus. You've
probably met them several
times!
Chris and Shari serve as
greeters partially because
greeters played a key role in
their decision to stick with
Grace Community. They had
gotten a service time wrong
on one of the first Sundays
they attended and they
popped into the foyer right
in the middle of the service.
Pastor Tarryl Bockelman
(our Connections Elder) and
Belinda Gee (a greeter)
chatted it up with the
Engel's and made them feel
at home.

DUALING DYNAMOS
CHRIS AND SHARI ENGEL
SERVING TOGETHER IN ALL
KINDS OF WEATHER

Chris and Shari are empty
nesters with two adult boys
who live nearby. Adam and
wife, Laura, are right in Iowa
City and made grandparents
out of Chris and Shari in
2017. Aric lives and works as
a commercial realtor in
Cedar Rapids. They also
have an 8-year-old Shorkie
named Zoie who keeps the
nest a bit more lively.

by Chelsy Reed
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Before kids, Shari was an art teacher.

Chris has always loved working with his

She's now getting back into some of those

hands. He's done quite a bit of repair,

artistic passions like photography, vinyl

remodel and revamp work since retiring

and watercolor painting. She also deeply

from chiropractic practice. Last year the

enjoys bringing order to chaos through

pair bought, remodeled and sold a home

cleaning and organizing. Many people

for the first time ever.

might think this is weird, but Shari, you
have a kindred spirit in me.

Chris is also working on restoring his
grandfather's 1950 Chevy truck... which at

Shari would much rather clean up after

some point this year was in many different

meals than cook them. She's lucky enough

pieces on the machine shed floor.

to have a dance partner that likes to do
the cooking.

Chris enjoys playing sand volleyball in the
summer, biking with members of their

Shari and Chris were in chiropractic care

community group and daydreaming about

before they retired from that field and

jumping in headlong to disaster relief (an

became self-employed owners and

item on both of their bucket lists).

managers of Serene Wooded Acres

Additionally, Chris and Shari teach a

Mobile Home Park in Amana. Shari also

Navigators 2:7 class that focuses on the

helps out with son Adam's business,

process of being a disciple.

Running Robots.

Chris is on the Building Committee at
Shari and Chris also have been doing the

Grace, vetting the options that we have

landscaping and mowing at Grace for the

for an ever-growing church.

last year too. They are multi-talented.

Thank you Engles for all you do!
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Whaaaaat?????

That's right folks, there's a new website in town...
Same great name, very different function

graceb3.org
happy surfing

many visionary
conversations

many forms
of caffeine

many hours of
focus music

many hours of
quality time with
a laptop

many updates
and rethinks

Why isn’t Pastor Brooks preaching again?

by brooks simpson

"You then, my child, be strengthened by the grace that is in Christ Jesus, and
what you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses entrust to
faithful men, who will be able to teach others also. " 2 Timothy 2:1–2
It happened last summer and it seems to be happening again this spring. From
September to May, faithful attendees and members see me (Brooks) in the
pulpit. Then summer comes and I am hit and miss. Why am I not preaching as
much? We don’t want to leave the church guessing about the reason. Here are
some possible rumored reasons:

A

The Elders have received too
many complaints about
excessive displays of
emotion while preaching

B

I have asked other
Pastor/Elders to
preach for the good of
the church

SERMON FORECAST

JUNE INSIDER
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C

The Elders determined that I
will serve the church better
through interpretive dance
than preaching

DE
I am taking vacation

I have taken a part
time job at a local
Casey’s and am stuck
with the Sunday shift

F

I am taking time to write sermons and
small group material that will be used
for a very important series this fall

G

None of the above

H

B, D & F
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CORRECT
ANSWER

H

YOU D
NEED
O
N
OT
TO SUBMIT YOUR
ANSWER
THIS QUESTION WILL
NOT BE GRADED

Some are hoping for C but H is the correct response. There are at least three reasons I
have incorporated other Pastors into the preaching rotation this spring and will
continue to do so this summer.
Giving leaders opportunities to grow. I preach today because the pastor before me
gave me opportunities to learn to preach. It is unhealthy for the Body of Christ to
become dependent on one person’s teaching. This summer other Pastor/Elders will be
rotated into the preaching schedule for the good of our church and to allow them
opportunities to grow as preachers. As a church that values church planting, this
prepares our Pastors to potentially take on a more predominant teaching role in a
future church plant.
Advanced preaching preparation - During the month of May, Pastors Scheperle and
Blackley taught three consecutive weeks. I am grateful for their giftedness and the
expertise in the areas they are preaching. Their preaching edifies the Body and is
allowing me to focus on writing a sermon series and small group curriculum that we
will use this fall, a series that is strategic for the future of Grace Community Church.
Learning to rest - I have been preaching at Grace for over 20 years and I have never
been disciplined about taking an adequate vacation. Each year I get near the end of
our fiscal calendar and realize that once again I failed to use the vacation time allotted.
This means trying to cram in random vacation days at the last minute to make sure I
don’t lose them. My past failure to rest has not served my family, myself, or the church
well. If I am to feed others I must allow myself time to pull away and be fed.
Please keep your Elder team in prayer as we team-teach this summer for the
edification of the saints to the glory of God.
JUNE INSIDER
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E P H E S I A N S
I N J U N E

03
10
17 24
EPHESIANS 5:25-33

GOSPEL INFORMED HUSBAND

EPHESIANS 6:1-3

HONOR YOUR PARENTS

EPHESIANS 6:4

FAMILY WORSHIP

EPHESIANS 6:5-9

WORKPLACE & THE GOSPEL

Happy
Father's
Day
Daddios!

TIMES OF JUNE
Backyard Bible Clubs
June 6 from
6-8PM the 5th &
6th Graders are
invited to come to
a one night fits all
Backyard Bible Club (BBC). They can
bring friends and be dropped off
(Iowa City home location). For more
info and to register click here.

There's also a teen edition of BBC on

June 10 from 4-8 PM at Kent Park.
Click here for more info and to
register.

At the Downtown
Campus
June 10 after the
service the

Campus is hosting
a meal. All are
invited! If you are thinking about
making the Downtown Campus
your home for the summer to make
space in North Lib or if it's your
permanent stomping grounds, we
hope to see ya there!

There's also a Downtown time of
congregational prayer on

June 24

after the service. If you have
questions or need more info contact
the team at downtown@grace3b.org

Getting to Know
Grace Lunch

SUMMER
SERVANTS NEEDED
by Natasha Miller
Praise God for supplying many people to serve in our summer
Children's Ministry classes; we only need a few more to fill the rooms.
Here are our specific needs:
•2 people to serve during 2nd service in the preschool room (only
2nd and 4th weeks of the month)
•6 people to serve in the nursery one service a month
If you would like more information or want to volunteer, please
contact Nicole Dhooge at nicoled@graceb3.org.

June 24 at
12:05 PM there's a
Getting to Know
Grace lunch. Now,
you might be
thinking, "That's so not for me, I've
been here forever." But I'm including
it here so you can think and pray

13

Seasoned Sisters
June 16 from 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM.
Seasoned Sisters requests the honor of
your presence. Luncheon following the

about whether God has someone

program. RSVP at graceb3.org/sisters

he's impressing on your heart that

by June 11th online or at the info desk.

might need to be invited to church
and lunch. Gospel mission... it's what
we do.
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Downtown

STUDENTS
A MINISTRY TO STUDENTS IN GRADES 7-12

JUNE - AUG
CALENDAR

ON THE
GRACEB3 APP

Take a look ahead. Road trips,
lock-ins, game nights and youth
edition Backyard Bible Club.

Find out what's going on and
subscribe to get the GSM news
delivered direct to your inbox.

Coming in February
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DOWNTOWN
ENGLERT
AT THE

THE DOWNTOWN CHURCH IS GOING ON A LITTLE BIT OF A
TOUR. WE'LL BE MEETING AT THE ENGLERT THEATRE IN
DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY WHILE OLD BRICK GETS A
MAKEOVER.

JULY 15 & 22

MISSIONS

ALEX
&
TRICIA

Alex and Tricia Ludvicek are the newest MAF just two years after the
additions to our Field Staff. They went

organization began in 1946. Alex

wheels up on January 22, 2018 to

and Tricia have been working hard at

Indonesia. Their sending organization is language school. Learning
Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF).

Indonesian is the first assignment

MAF has been around for quite a while. they have as Field Staff and typically
You may have heard of Nate Saint, who with MAF this assignment takes
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worked with Jim and Elisabeth Elliot

about one year to complete. They've

(Tip of the Spear). They were working

battled discouragement in language

with

learning and have made tons of

MISSIONS
flashcards as they learn. Tricia posted on
Instagram that learning the language is
almost like a constant game of Mad Gab.
Conversations with tutors often sound like:
"'Hampir' should sound a lot like 'Hamper.'"
"Okay (a bit confused) got it."
Speaking of which, if you want to follow the
Ludviceks they are very active on Instagram.
Alex's handle is mafaviator and Tricia's is
pludvicek11. Each Field Staff has a way that
works for them to communicate, and
Instagram is for sure the Ludvicek jam.
In February the Ludvicek's made it public
knowledge (on Instagram) that they are
expecting a sibling for Jack! Yea! Baby boy
is expected to make his debut in August.
Meanwhile the Ludvicek family will be
traveling back and forth to Singapore for
doctor visits and such. Pray for Tricia. It was
already set up to be an emotional time
leaving the home country and going back to
school, so when you add pregnancy
hormones, the heat and being with child to
that mix it seems like something to pray
about indeed!
PHOTOS:
Top: This is Jackson learning the
international language of soccer.
Middle: Happy ultrasound of baby boy!
Bottom: Alex and Jack sweet talking the
coffee pickers. Kids transcend language!
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Treasure

MISSION:
MOBILITY

OUR GOAL IS TO BE A
CONNECTION & COLLECTION
NETWORK FOR
WHEELCHAIRS AND
EQUIPMENT TO SHIP TO
GUATEMALA TO
TRANSFORM LIVES
THROUGH THE GIFT OF
MOBILITY.
Mission: Mobility is a nonprofit organization that was
started by Rick and Annette
Fulton in 2012.
Since then Rick has been on
countless short-term trips to
Guatemala, sometimes flying
solo and sometimes with his
better half.
Together Rick and Annette
began leading a Grace
sponsored short-term mission
trip open to the church in
2017. The 2018 mission will
mark the second of these trips
that we truly hope will endure
for many years to come.
The Guatemala team is
gearing up to leave at the end
of the month (June 28). Your
giving enables us to host these
kinds of trips and to do some
of the behind the scenes
coordination that it takes to
make these happen.
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Next Month
Meet Ryan McFadden
Who is Ryan McFadden? What's
keeping our Director of Facilities busy
in 2018? What's his favorite color?

Bourne Update
The Bournes have been all over the
world in their many years of overseas
service to the king... do you know who
they are?

Tim Rees
Tim is one of our community group
coaches (did you know community group
leaders had coaches?) Oh, there's so
much to learn about Tim!

